Music Health Alliance is a health and human services non-profit organization; This means that MHA’s staff provides direct services to clients. MHA’s objective, no-cost and direct-to-patient services are the greatest asset they offer their clients and appropriately their primary program expense.

MHA Staff is able to turn a donation of $100,000 into $3,000,000 in healthcare resources for MHA Clients. MHA is not a foundation non-profit that writes checks to cover services.

MHA Expense Breakdown:

- **86% PROGRAMS & SERVICES**: ($86,000) of MHA funding goes directly to MHA Programs & Services including patient advocacy, finding doctors and medicine, ways to pay for healthcare - detailed breakdown below.
- **14% OVERHEAD COSTS**: ($14,000) of MHA funding goes to overhead costs like rent, utilities, printing, office supplies, software, event/fundraising costs, meetings, etc.

**MHA Programs & Services Breakdown**

- **30% PROTECT** – MHA provides patient advocacy or appealing hospital, doctor, pharmaceutical companies, healthcare.gov and health insurance companies decisions, providing informed and factual access to Health Insurance or providing alternative ways to pay for healthcare.
- **30% DIRECT** - MHA provides experienced direction to remove barriers and professional guidance/direction through the health care system as a personal advocate, educator and navigator to simplify and translate health insurance policies, Medicare, medical bills, healthcare reform and other medically related needs.
- **30% CONNECT** - MHA connects music professionals with access to financial resources from hospitals, music organization grant resources, primary care services, dental care and mental health counseling for insured individuals as well as low cost services for uninsured and low income music industry professionals nationwide. MHA also offers counsel and access to financial help for prescription medication, medical supply resources and financial assistance for qualifying individuals.
- **10% EFFECT** - MHA translates and assists community, government and business leaders to better understand the unique needs of the creative community and effect change to enable continued access to healthcare from birth to end of life.

**IMPORTANT FACT**: THE COST OF PROVIDING MHA’S PROGRAMS & SERVICES IS LESS THAN 1% OF THE COST MHA HAS SAVED ITS CLIENTS.